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i've seen the movie played on the radio, which i admit was preferable to the
movie as we've lost the original audio track, unfortunately. i watched an ancient
vhs before, and can confirm that the audio is out of sync with the film. although
not quite as dense as lost in translation, the film is more emotionally satisfying.
the main character is happier in the new surroundings with the people around

him. he also finds fulfillment in his new dream of painting. in many ways,
pleasantville is the logical follow-up to lost in translation and i prefer pleasantville

to lost in translation. in the original lost in translation we understood the
protagonist's state of emotional confusion more clearly. this sequel to the

canadian lesbian erotic ghost story is only one of the films discussed in this
interview. to recap, in the original erotic ghost story, blair patrick (who plays the
younger lesbian character in the sequel) meets her friend and is trying to cheer
her up by going to a swinger's party. she's disappointed to find that there's no

swinging happening this time. apparently, there are many couples at the
swinger's party, but that's beside the point of the film. at the conclusion of this

sequel, the two women go to the club together, to continue to watch the virtuoso
soundtrack. in front of them is the woman who dances for the dead. they watch

the "experiment" and she undresses and sits on the woman's lap. however,
before they can go any further, a man pulls the corpse away, disgusted.
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